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Momentum at a Glance
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ncreasingly, federal agencies are seeking a highly-secure
and cost-effective software platform. Such a solution must
be user-friendly, capable of mitigating error and risk and
flexible enough to support future system changes. Designed
specifically for federal financial management, CGI’s
Momentum solution delivers these functions–within the time
and budget that you need.
BUILT SPECIFICALLY FOR FEDERAL NEEDS
CGI’s Momentum is a full-featured, flexible web-based system built to support
the full federal financial, budget, asset and procurement management
lifecycles.
Unlike other Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solutions in the market,
Momentum is exclusively developed to support the needs of federal
organizations, rather than layering federal functionality on top of commercial
sector software. Momentum has no non-government functionality that must be
turned off or maintained throughout its life.
In addition to our design and development approach, we also offer our Rapid
Momentum Implementation (RMI) methodology for our out-of-the-box
application, reducing risk, increasing user acceptance and decreasing
implementation and life-cycle costs.
CGI’s Momentum is:
 Adaptable to help you meet future legislative requirements, regulations and
evolving business practices
 Flexible to give you the choice for on-site or in-Cloud deployment
 Reliable to maintain your process and data integrity
 Accurate to enable better operational and programmatic decision making
 Safe to protect your data while meeting the strictest federal security
requirements
 Accountable to stand the test of rigorous federal operations and audits
 Agile to provide quick access to real-time financial results
 Efficient to enhance accounting control and improve mission delivery

COMMITTED TO SUCCESS
In an environment characterized by
changing requirements, CGI created
Momentum to support the long-term
success of our government partners.
As such, Momentum transcends just
meeting basic requirements by
providing numerous value-added
capabilities including flexible user
interfaces, robust reporting, and
secure data management.
With full federal financial management
capabilities, Momentum provides
accurate and timely information upon
which to base sound business
decisions, while at the same time
achieving mandated information
assurance and auditability
requirements.
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KEEPING UP IN A DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT
The federal market experiences unlimited updates to requirements and
compliance needs. We understand that these changes need to occur as
quickly as possible to stay compliant with federal mandates. To address these
concerns, we have developed our system to be easily configured for future
legislative requirements and quickly deployed, while maintaining your data
integrity–because you can’t afford service disruptions and data issues.
A TRUSTED PARTNER WITH A PROVEN SYSTEM
For more than 40 years, federal agencies have trusted CGI’s Momentum to
help them manage their finances and make the best use of their data. Our
experience includes:







100+ federal financial management customers since 1984
85 Momentum deployments in the past seven years
100% track record of implementation success
19 successful upgrades from FFS to Momentum
90% of customers remain on baseline software with zero customizations
Patented federal-specific approaches to purchase card reconciliation and
payment offsets
 Successful conversion of millions of historical financial transactions from
federal agencies’ legacy systems
OPTIONS TO SUPPORT YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS
While Momentum supports the eight requisite federal business processes, it
allows you the flexibility to deploy as many or as few as you need. Additionally,
our platform enables you to leverage existing and future infrastructure
investments. This effectively positions you for future business and system
streamlining, and helps drive down the cost of meeting your mission goals.

ABOUT CGI
At CGI, we’re in the business of
satisfying clients.
For 40 years, we’ve partnered with
U.S. defense, civilian, and intelligence
agencies to support their missionessential needs at every stage of the
program, product, and business
lifecycle.
As a global leader in IT, we deliver
end-to-end services and solutions in
application and technology
management, systems integration and
consulting, business process
management and services, advanced
engineering and technology services,
and operational support services.
Our mission expertise includes
defense, intelligence, environment,
financial management, healthcare,
homeland security, financial
management, and housing.
CGI has 65,000 employees in
locations worldwide.

For more information about CGI, visit
www.cgi.com/momentum or email us at
info@cgi.com.
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